Each Achievement is scored in 1 of 3 ways: Multiple Times (M), Once to each Player (P), and Once per Round (1). Each Achievement has points
associated with it, some are negative . Some Achievements require a public vote which will require a 51% majority. Some require a private vote,
which should be written down and concealed.
** NOTES:1. "≥3" reads as "3 or more." 2. For post game achievements, make notes during the game if needed. 3. "Constant" Achievements are the same on EVERY list, the
rest vary list to list. 4. A complete round is from the start of someones turn until the start of their next turn. 5. Each Changeling counts only once, and as only 1 type for
achievements (you pick)**

***Create games that EVERYONE will love to remember, not the ones you'd like to forget. ***

CONSTANT
(1)

M,P,1

Turn
Counter

#

Achievement

Criteria

Points
Available

*1*

The Quickening

Be the only player not eliminated (THERE CAN BE ONLY
ONE)

3pts

Be the most entertaining player at the table (group vote
post game, cannot vote for yourself)

2pts

Either take a turn of 5+ minutes or take more than 1
extra turns/phases in a row (‐1pt per extra turn/phase)

‐1pt

Eliminate a player prior to their 5th turn (‐4pts PER
player you eliminate BEFORE their 5th turn)

‐4pts

At each turn's cleanup step, lose 1pt for each land you
destroyed this turn, BEYOND the first land you destroyed
this turn (THIS DOES NOT USE THE STACK)

‐Xpts

Be the first player to play a card with lightning in it's art
(Bonus 1pt if it's Lightning Bolt)

1pt

Be the first player to successfully destroy or exile a
creature using a white spell or ability

1pt

Be the first player to cause an opponent's life total to
decrease

1pt

Be the second player to control a piece of equipment
(Bonus 1pt if it has "sword" in it's name)

1pt

Be the first player to have no cards in hand

2pts

Be the first player to control a non‐colorless permanent
that does not match your Commander's color identity

1pt

Be the first player to play a creature using emerge or
ninjitsu, flip a manifest or morph creature, or make a
creature using meld

1pt

Highlander (Movie, 1986)

*2*

Are you not entertained?

CONSTANT (M)

Gladiator (Movie, 2000)

*3*

It just keeps going and going and going…
Energizer Bunny (TV Commercial, 1989‐?)

*4*

Bogus. Heinous. Most non‐triumphant
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure (Movie, 1989)

*5*

Ha ha! You fool! You fell victim to one of the classic
blunders ‐ the most famous of which is "Never get
involved in a land war in Asia"
The Princess Bride (Movie, 1987)

1

1.21 GIGAWATTS!!!
Back to the Future (Movie, 1985)

ONLY ONCE PER ROUND (1)

2

BRIGHT LIGHT, BRIGHT LIGHT!
Gremlins (Movie, 1984)

3

Han shot first
Star Wars* (Movie, 1977)

4

I see you have a sword. I have one too. They're very
manly and tough
Mulan (Movie, 1998)

5

Look Ma, no hand!
Not Applicable

6

One of these things is not like the others, one of these
things just doesn't belong
Sesame Street (TV Series, 1969‐?)

7

Surprise, surprise! I'm Lando in disguise
Return of the Jedi Toys (TV Commercial, 1982)

8

We really shook the pillars of heaven, didn't we Wang? Be the first player to control an Angel that is NOT mono‐
white (Colorless counts for this)

1pt

Big Trouble in Little China (Movie, 1986)

9

You sit on a throne of lies!

Be the first player to become the Monarch OR be the
first player to steal the Monarch

1pt

Curse (not verbally) another player AND/OR remove a
curse from a player (Note: Eliminating EITHER of the
players will remove the curse) (Limit 3pts)

1pt

Be the first AND/OR second player to prevent all combat
damage (You can be both) (2pts total)

1pt

Have a creature enter the battlefield under your control
at any time OTHER THAN your main phase

1pt

Produce ≥3 TYPES of counters over the course of your
game

1pt

Complete your game without casting your Commander

1pt

Attack with a God card AFTER it was under your control
as a permanent that could NOT attack

1pt

Cast the same spell(s) (NOT your Commander) more
than once in a single game (‐1pt each time you recast
it/them)

‐1pt

Roll a die (EVEN IDLY) at ANY time after the game starts
(Limit ‐3pts)

‐1pt

ONLY ONCE TO
EACH PLAYER (P)

MULTIPLE TIMES
(M)

Elf (Movie, 2003)

10

Don't you put that evil on me, Ricky Bobby!
Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby (Movie, 2006)

11

The fog's getting thicker. And Leon's getting laaarger
Airplane! (Movie, 1980)

12

But I want an Oompa Loompa NOW
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory (Movie, 1971)

13

I enjoy collecting bounty, ‐1/‐1 counters, and poisoning
people. These are a few of my favorite things
Johnny Dangerously* (Movie, 1984)

14

I'm only here for the comments
Pop Culture

15

Ray, when someone asks you if you're a God, you say
yes!
Ghostbusters (Movie, 1984)

M

16

But, there can be only 1?
Highlander* (Movie, 1986)

M

17

They see me rollin', they hatin'
Ridin' ‐ Chamillionaire (Music, 2005)
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